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Abstract 

This essay sets out to survey the technological and scientific 

modernization and changes that took place in traditional Opobo 

society. The areas under survey include; Opobo boat yard industry, 

bread bakery factory, modern architectural building, urbanization 

of Opobo traditional society, introduction of modern fishing 

technology in Opobo et cetra. The paper ends with a conclusion.    

 

Introduction 

One of the scientific and technological changes resulting or emanating from 

Opobo contact with European Christianity was the establishment of an 

engine–boat building yard industry situated at Opobo Division in the then 

South- Eastern and Cross River State now in Ikot Abasi local Government 

Area of Akwa Ibom State. The Boat Industry even when Opobo is no longer 

with Cross River State is still bearing the name Opobo Boat Yard Industry. 

Most of the wood that are used in constructing the boats are acquired from 

Opobo swamp forest. The missionaries no doubt who were on evangelism 

and civilizing mission were afraid of crossing the Opobo river with hand 

pulling canoes and thus on getting home immediately recommended to the 

British colonial Government to establish a boat building industry at Opobo 

since, the missionaries and the colonial agents are both seeing themselves 

as partners in progress in the Christianization, civilization and colonization 

of Opobo and the entire African continent (the 3c theory). Hence, the 

colonial Government on the advice of the European missionaries at Opobo 
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opened the boat constructing industry at Opobo through which means both 

many missionaries and colonial Government officials continued to visit and 

work in Opobo and its environs without fearing the rough river then. 

 

Opobo Engine Boat and Lumbering Technology 

However, entire Opobo community later started enjoying the European 

speedy technological boats mechanically propelled with engine which plies 

Opobo Sea –route at a faster speed than the initially manually constructed 

hand pulling canoes that move at very slow rate to and fro Opobo. 

 

However, on its adverse effect, Jaja Adonye (1995) in an oral interview 

maintains that apart from causing  sea-accident, it has also led to the 

withdrawal of some of the sea gods and goddesses who were initially 

inhabiting the water –front and creeks of Opobo because of the revolving 

sound and propelling of the engine which at times disturbed the peaceful  

co-existence of the gods, goddesses and the fishes within their aquatic 

territories as believed by the Opobo people who claimed that some of their 

gods/goddesses do not like noisy environment  while others like noisy and 

crowdy environment. 

Besides, some Opobo indigenes were employed and trained for the first 

time in the English way of driving an engine boat, others were also trained 

on how to repair engines and by so doing their skills and dexterities are 

being developed technologically. To some Opobo indigenes, this is the 

beginning of development and advancement in their life history.  A lot of 

them are there learning how to use tractor and other European equipments 

used in lumbering activities. Brown (2017) oral investigation. 

 

Opobo Craftmanship, Wood Carving and Black Smithery Technology 

All forms of skills and craftsmanship were means of looking beyond the 

temporal to the spiritual source of beauty. There was the fear that failure to 

execute skillfully in wood carving or black smiting or building the walls of 

a house, could incur the wrath of the ancestor and bring calamity upon the 
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community. With Christianity and school education, coupled with the 

influence of scientific technology such fear was destroyed, but nothing was 

put in its place to create still the inner urge for good and dependable 

workmanship. Now people work mainly for money, sometimes for the 

absence of or faraway employer, to whom the workers cannot relate 

personally, and the old sense of contribution to the common good learnt in 

traditional style life is lost. So also the love of work as a means of welfare 

rather than a means of wealth is lost. Extended family’s communal working 

together diminished the danger of class consciousness, but with the new 

emphasis of the market system of technological culture, individualism has 

been encouraged, and with it class consciousness has started to develop. 

The development of industries and markets, centralization of 

administration and travel facilities in sea –routes and foot path or track 

roads have led to the growth of towns. The Opobo as a people lived in 

scattered fishing settlements , or ports and villages in the past , but in the 

last fifty years on account of the causes stated above , towns have grown 

,prominent among them being kalaibiama which has got a primary school 

with a government commercial secondary and then it also has a health 

Centre . Also the German –Korea tricycle motor vehicle donated to Opobo 

through the effort of an illustrious son of Opobo. (Mr. Dienye L. Bell–Gam). 

One plied kalaibiama –Opobo road conveying passengers to and fro. 

Besides, it has big economic trees used in developing skills in science and 

technology. It has grown from village to city. Bell-Gam (2015) oral 

Evidence. 

 

Opobo-Akwaete Cloth Mill Industry/Bread Factory Technology and 

Electrification Schemes 

Epellama is another village in Opobo which today has grown into a city 

having been electrified by the state government like kalaibiama through her 

rural electrification scheme. This people especially their women are noted 

in their local technology in oil production most of them are of illiterate class. 

some of them like Opobo main town women and Queen’s Town ladies and 
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gentlemen also specialized in the   popular textile –weaving and designing 

of Opobo “Opopo-clothes” and “Akwete –clothes”, which are very 

magnificent multi-colored designed clothes some of which are taken 

overseas for sale and advertisement of the native African cloth –weaving, 

textile and designing technology. Opusunju (2000) oral account. 

Equally important in science and technology in this regard is the village of 

Queen’s Town (Kweniama), which has since grown to size of a city through 

enormous development schemes such as local gun-constructing technology 

used in animal hunting expedition and preparing for war. It has economic 

bush, producing timber and other trees for boat construction, it also has 

fashionable and large size Health Centre capable of accommodating 100 

patients at a time. The Korean –German tri-cycle motor vehicle has being 

plying the Queen’s Town – Kalasunju bush path –road. It is also well 

electrified with modern buildings.  

 

General Modernization and Technological Advancement in Opobo 

Traditional Society 

Generally speaking, Opobo town which began with thatched house 

buildings and worshipping of gods and goddesses among which include 

even oilster, periwinkle shells, shark, crocodile, hippopotamus, mermaid 

spirits, python and other sea –shell animals, is today a center of 

architectural attraction and design in Nigeria due to its numerable splendid 

and magnificent buildings. Looking more of the world –new- York city and 

Amsterdam rather than the traditional African society in her magnificent 

buildings technology. 

The oilster(ikoro and mgbe)shells,periwinkle shells (ifi) and other sea –shells 

which were formally regarded as paraphernalias of the sea gods and 

goddesses and therefore equally worshipped by the Opobians in the past , 

are today through the fervent preaching of the Christian  missionaries used 

in making food , enamel –plates in the plate–manufacturing industries in 

both home and abroad ,they are equally used as hard cores in setting up 

building foundations and most importantly and ironically instead of being 
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revered and worshipped as gods and goddesses they are today eaten as fish 

or food in Opobo. The same thing is applicable to the sardine fish which the 

Accra Jaja people initially were worshipping, but today is regarded as 

tinned fish –food. The aforementioned items which were formally revered 

and regarded as totemic animals together  with most sacred trees and 

groves through the advancement of Christianity, science and technology 

now formed the eco-system and the ecological habitat and environment of 

Opobo and thus , by so doing Opobo natural resources is being tapped to 

its  fullest advantage , especially in the  use of the sacred trees in 

constructing both canoes and engine boats , (timber, ebony wood and 

mahogany) some are even used in preparing modern beds, furniture and 

other house equipment whereas most the sacred groves are used in the 

building and of important government projects as church buildings, Opobo 

cottage hospital, co-operative society hall ,maternity homes and 

dispensaries, health centers,   local government offices and council quarter’s 

as well as schools and private buildings. Finebone (2016) oral source.  

Also noteworthy, in technological changes resulting from the interaction or 

contact between Christianity and Opobo culture is the fact that many 

people have been attracted away from the villages to the towns.  

The usual problems of town life have started to manifest themselves in 

shortage of housing, congestion in slum areas together with criminal 

facilities and the desire for anonymity. Coming away from villages, they 

had got used to the neat pattern of communal living and sharing in the large 

extended family units , with its organized pattern of social control through 

customs, prohibition and use of religious systems of oath and authority  

associated with the ancestors  through the wari-senapus /senibos or Okpara  

(Linages of extended families) such controls and traditional religious 

sanctions do operate in towns, and if people are not full members of active 

Christian churches and become somehow detribalized, they lack inner 

restraints for living meaningfully. John-Africa (2019) Oral history  

Some people organized in the towns their various clan unions embracing 

people from the same group of the villages, and try through these clan 
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unions to bind themselves together by norms of their formal village life, 

especially in matters of social welfare and cultural interest. It is some of 

these clan unions from towns, who go back to the villages to demand that 

the churches incorporate features of Opobo traditional culture into the 

Christian way of life, as a means of their recovering what they regard as 

their lost of identity as Opobo people and as Africans. Again, it is through 

some of these clan and town unions, that attempts have been made to use 

the local village church as a centres of village development and competition 

or rivalry between adjacent villages or different missions. Owujie (2017) 

Oral Information.  

The moral problems of town life in Opobo originated mainly from 

the fact that the change from village to town life, means a sudden transition. 

it is a transition from a fairly neat pattern of community oriented life to 

another style of life where individualism, which requires inner- controlled 

and conscience  directed actions, as well as freedom of choice, make up the 

style of life. To young couple rearing their children for the first time in the 

town, a great burden is thrown upon their shoulders; for whilst living in 

the village, the education of the young would have been the concern of the 

whole extended family or even the village. This community concern of the 

proper moral upbringing of the young in village life, presupposed 

knowledge of the norms and values in which the children were to be 

socialized. Ilogu (1974). 

In towns such common norms and values do not yet exist due to the 

influence of Christianity, westernization, science and technology as well as 

modernization and civilization. This is because here people are brought 

together in the new town – community from different areas. The governing 

moral principle as well as acceptable social philosophy of town life, could 

have derived from schools and churches, which were the main agents of 

social change at that initial stage of urbanization. But the failure to relate 

Christian social values to the cultural sentiments of the people created a 

gulf which has not been bridged as yet. Iwe (1979) 
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Prostitution which was said to be unknown in the pre-colonial and pre-

Christian village life, has since appeared in the towns and also in some rural 

areas. The problem arose when young men who had migrated from the 

village into the towns, left the young women in the village without the men 

folk to pay attention to them. Some “enterprising” young women went up 

to the towns. Not having good enough education to secure jobs, 

prostitution became the easy way out. Now that female education has 

nearly caught up with that of the male, some other reasons still keep some 

women as prostitutes. We may add here that since money banking 

economy brought or introduced by Christianity and westernization or 

modernization to replace the cumbersome trade by barter exchange system, 

ancient Opobo traditional society also serves as part of the technological 

and modernization package, many young men do not easily save money to 

be able to marry. More marriageable women now stay   unmarried more 

than, that was the case in traditional pre-technological time.  The emphasis 

of the church on one man wife, had also added to the number of women 

who remain unmarried. Some of them in despair would also go into the 

towns as prostitutes. This is the greatest disadvantage of monogamy, from 

the African concept of marriage. Jaja, A.M.S (2015)  

A third group of women go out to the towns in search of adventure, because 

they have learnt that town life is happier and easier than village life. 

 Part of the characteristics of culture is that there must be the 

consuming community able to buy the products of industry. In 

Opobo kingdom, American and European goods are in great 

display. The ambition of young men and women who struggle to get 

education and join the elite groups, is to be well paid enough to buy 

cars, refrigerators, radio and fine expensive dresses. Young women 

from the villages, are attracted into towns, to see if they will be lucky 

enough to allure such car-owning young men into friendship of the 

prostituting type, or at best marriage. A high-life song portrays the 

languishing desire of a young lady who is very desirous of securing 

the favour of “a been to “  
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 What shall I do to get a man of that type? 

                                    One who is a “been too“ 

                                    Car full and frightful, refrigerator filled with  

  Food and drinks. 

  What shall I do to obtain a man like that 

 

There is nothing new in a young woman’s ambition to befriend or marry a 

wealthy man, what is new is the technological value centred on cars, 

refrigerator, radios and the like. What is also new is that if such a young 

man does not make advances, the village girl out for such a young man, 

attracted no more by the desire to have a good man, as was the case before, 

but concerned with securing a man who could provide the ease, comfort 

and enjoyment coming out of technological products. Dr. Oldham quotes 

Oliver Goldsmith’s lines: 

 

 When lovely woman stoops folly 

 And finds too late that men betray 

 What charm can soothe her melancholy? 

 What art can wash guilt away? 

 

 When lovely woman stops to folly and paces 

 about her room again, alone, she smooths her 

hair with automatic hand and puts a record on her 

gramophone. 

  

The difference is not due simply to a change 

 In “lovely woman“, but also in large measure 

 to the fact that she has got a gramophone. Ilogu (1974) Ibid    

 

This “lovely woman" can also be identified in Opobo kingdom today. The 

moral problems created by the attraction of technological products is no 
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longer evident only in the town life. It is fast spreading all over Opobo 

kingdom. 

Traditional society of Opobo kingdom, before the advent of white 

missionaries, men or colonial administrations, traders, industrialists, 

provided for the people satisfactory living with only the necessities of life. 

Lustful desire and insatiable wanting of possessions, were not part of the 

society’s vice. Today with the skillfull manipulation of advertisements, men 

and women both in town as well as in villages, but more so in towns are 

daily being told the many, hundred and one things they “need”. Desire and 

greed are such ways multiplied in the appetites of people. Jaja, M. S. Afisa 

(2016) 

Agents of technological and modernization trends in Opobo include the 

Anglican church in (1873) which was built in 1893 on a “ juju” ground 

avoided by everyone. It was a sacred forest known to be dangerous to enter, 

where people who died “bad deaths” had been thrown away and where 

evil spirits with which Ejiruma-Okondo (water – deity) which punished   

evil doers were believed to roam about. Cookey G.W (2016) Oral Account 

The faith of the Christians to enter it, after prayers and dedication, and to 

clear the forest and built a church and mission compound on it without 

noticeable incidents and deaths, was the start of desacralization as far as the 

people of Opobo were concerned. Later in 1919, the colonial government 

opened the Native court at Opobo, the swearing by earth goddess and the 

oath taking system of Opobo which involved ritual Sacrifice became almost 

a thing of the past because people now go to the customary court ( Native) 

for effective dispensation of justice instead of meeting the diviner or priest 

for judgement by enquiry.  Abell Jaja (2018) Oral investigation  

When we look at the effects of this foreign contact on the home and family 

life of the people of Opobo, we notice that Christianity insisted that every 

convert polygamist who was to receive baptism, must send away his wives 

and retain only one with whom he was admitted into the membership of 

local church.  
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Architectural Design Technology 

Moreover Christians started building houses of “ four corner” shape with 

windows and doors made of carpenters’’ planed and joined panels, instead 

of  the more usual oblong type of house (thatched)   without enough doors 

and windows  worthy of ventilation, or where they had windows planed  

with carved wood – the ordinary native style doors of the villages. These 

carved doors were as from then regarded as the mark of a traditional 

society. 

Besides, flowers were planted in the court yards of Christian homes instead 

of the cultus symbols plants non-Christians grew as part of the domestic 

shrines to their gods and ancestral spirits. Bell-Gam (2015) 

Also, children went to mission schools as well as Government school 

Opobo Town established in 1905 and the St. Paul’s school, Opobo Town. 

Most of their products studied overseas and became elites of Opobo 

kingdom. Notably are Prince Sunday Jaja, Prince Arthur Mac Pepple Jaja, 

Dr. James Waribo- Cookey and Dr. Michael Peterside to mention but a few. 

By going to school, children’s knowledge in childbearing practice which 

they learnt from adults through participation and joining various children’s 

age-groups’ organisations like dancing , masquerading, tattooing and being 

apprenticed to “Nwagiabu” (Nwadiba or dibia’s) (medicine –man) guild 

were almost lost to missionary education ( European). Bell Gam (2000) Oral 

Interview  

Many Christian parents clothed their children instead of the age-long 

practice of young children of less than ten years running around in the 

tropical heat without clothing or in nudity. These were the initial changes 

that came into the family life of the villages through Christianity and its 

modernizing influences in Opobo. With the gradual movement away from 

the villages, some families were left mainly of old men and women unable 

to fish and farm for their livelihood, until a stage was reached quite 

recently, especially after the civl war (1967 – 1970), when many families 

became really poor, in the sense of not having house to live in and not 

having food to eat, nor money to buy food – crops to grow.  
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On the happier side or other side, for some homes, their town – dwelling 

young people brought back some wealth, built modern houses, helped in 

cultivating food crops with paid labour, took away some younger members 

of the family to be educated in towns and sometimes abroad in Europe  and 

America. Such homes developed into what are now known as the elitist 

group of Opobo traditional kingdom. 

 

Conclusion 

Effects of this changing situation on the youth of Opobo have been varied. 

Some have lived in the towns but later settled in the villages that make up 

Opobo kingdom. Some young women have gone out to work in towns and 

other areas and have got married to non-natives of Opobo kingdom leading 

to intertribal and inter-racial marriages. Some had even gone to swell or 

increase the number of prostitutes in towns. Some young people who lived 

in towns near Opobo come home most weekends in the year to generate 

new youth activities or reform or revitalise the old traditional on like 

masquerade dances. 
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